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Enjoy 14 Violent and True Bigfoot Stories *Read for FREE with Kindle Unlimted!*Ten years ago I

went on a hunting trip in northern Washington State with my cousin Jason. I am far from an

outdoors-man but I still jumped on the opportunity for a long weekend getaway with my crazy

cousin. Had I know what I know today I am not sure if I would have gone, but what is certain is that

my life forever changed that weekend. After getting separated from my cousin the first evening I

found myself lost in the vast wilderness, scared, and alone Ã¢â‚¬â€œ at least I thought I was alone.

Unbeknownst to me I was being hunted in the woods by a Bigfoot. I am not sure how long he was

stalking me but I know I was lucky to get away with my life. For years after that weekend I was a

different man. I was constantly in fear and scared to go anywhere outside of my home city in Austin,

Texas. To help cope with the psychological trauma I found myself immersed in research studying

Bigfoot, the Yeti, Sasquatch, and all other variations of the creature commonly referred to as

Bigfoot. My research became an obsession as I tried to come to terms with what had really

happened to me. I found myself fascinated with cryptozoology. Of all the true Bigfoot encounters I

came across I related most to the more terrifying Bigfoot stories. This book is a collection of those

Bigfoot stories. It is the first book in a series: Bigfoot, Sasquatch, Paranormal. I am writing this

series for those who are dealing with the aftermath of a Bigfoot encounter and need validation that

they are not crazy, or perhaps they simply want someone to relate to. I am also writing this book as

a therapeutic outlet as well as a way to reach people regarding the realities of Bigfoot. Bigfoot is

real, I know that beyond a shadow of a doubt, and I am far from crazy! I hope you enjoy this

collection of terrifying true Bigfoot encounters.Scroll Up and Purchase With the 'Buy now with 1

Click' Button!
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Blandly written and not very interesting. The encounters described are so full of holes that they

barely qualify as a tall tale. I am not sure what the author was aiming for here, but he missed it.

The stories feel amateurishly written. It wasn't just the short sentences but the unsophisticated style

of writing, e.g., "ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s somewhat nice to live in a place thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s far

from all the stresses of the city...." It's somewhat nice....? Or another example, "Hank vehemently

suggested that they take their hunting rifles with them." Hank vehemently suggested? These

examples of writing style make it painfully obvious that the writer lacks writing experience. At first I

thought the writer was writing to a much younger audience than myself but other issues like the typo

of the word "Encounter" on the book cover, which was spelled "Encoutner" drove home the

suspicion I had that the book wasn't even properly edited, a sure sign of amateurness vs. writing to

a younger audience. The reading experience was a stark departure from the two Bigfoot books I

read before this book; "Enoch, A Bigfoot Story" and "The Sasquatch Savant Theory." Both offered a

far more sophisticated and nuanced description of Bigfoot compared to the black and white horror

story presented in this book.

Just terrible. Boring, and badly written.

I've been reading a lot about cryptids lately. I got this one because of the fairly high reviews. I wasn't

overly thrilled with it. I really liked that each chapter describes a separate encounter that someone

had. It is a lot of fun to read all these different accounts.However, the book is not written very well.

There are a lot of added superfluous words and sentences that seem to be there just to lengthen



the book. There are also a lot of editing mistakes. There are many places where 2 words pushed

together without space between them. Many of the contractions are written with a space between

the word and the apostrophe, like this (don ' t). I'm sure that these are because I read the Kindle

version, but it should have been edited before the Kindle version was put on sale.

Thank goodness these gossip stories were only 66 pages long because I couldn't take any more of

it! I felt as though most stories were just rehashed & twisted versions of what I've read elsewhere. I

think that the author heard 3rd hand information about a Bigfoot story somewhere, put it into his own

words, & printed it as fact. Stories were sensationalized to grab the readers' "fear" instinct so we

would buy his other books. I'm convinced that no actual personal interviews were conducted with

those whom experienced these events. Most stories ended with something along the lines of: "The

people would have been killed if the Bigfoot had gotten to them...." This is just an assumption on the

part of the author, or perhaps the "victims." News Flash: If Bigfoot DID want you, he'd have you!

Skip this entertainment hype & buy scientifically researched books like Dr. Jeff Meldrum's

"Sasquatch - Legend Meets Science." You will be much more informed, and this information is

based on fact, not hysteria.

Chapter 1 - Bigfoot Standoff What would you do if you found yourself caught in the middle of a

territorial battle of two gargantuan creatures? Now what if I tell you that the beasts that were fighting

each other were supposedly mythical creatures, would you stand and watch, or would you run away

and cower for your life? Fortunately for you, the witness to this tale actually chose the latter, maybe

not because of pure curiosity, but also because he froze in place because of fear.Little does the

author know about words and definitions as is made clear as is demonstrated above copied from

page one. FYI FORMER = The first option and LATTER = The second choice.I'm glad this

happened right away so that I would not waste my time reading a book (of fact or fiction) that was

written by a stupid person.I'm also glad I got the sample version first so I did not waste my money

either.I'd give NO stars even Negative stars if that were possible!

was ok like it

Compelling read weather you believe or not. I enjoyed. Wish I had the time and resources to do

some squatching myself.
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